The main objective of this study was to predict mono and multiphasic growth model parameters of broilers. For this purpose daily body weights-age data of 106 male and female chickens reared under different stocking densities (GR1=11 birds/m 2 , GR2=17 birds/m 2 and GR3=25 birds/m 2 ) were used. Results of mono and multiphasic (diphasic and triphasic) growth curve analyses showed that defining the growth of birds using multiphasic growth models instead of monophasic growth models, displays more detailed and reliable results. Based on goodness-of-fit criteria, lead to the choice of a triphasic logistic growth function for GR1 and GR2, and diphasic function for GR3 males and females. 
Introduction
Models commonly used to describe growth of poultry include such as Von Bertalanffy, Gompertz, logistic, or Richards functions assume that growth is a monophasic, continuous process resulting in a near symmetric, S-shaped curve (WELLOCKT et al. 2004 , ERSOY et al. 2006 , MENDEŞ et al. 2007 ). However, in most animal species growth can be described by multiple S-shaped phases (multiphasic) due to seasonal fluctuations and differences in growth rates of body components (PIANTADOSI 1987) . Multiphasic growth models were preferred to monophasic models to do better estimate of growth parameters in many studies (KOOPS 1986 , KOOPS et al. 1987 , KOOPS and GROSSMAN 1991 , KOENEN and GROEN 1996 , ÇAMDEVIREN and TAŞDELEN 2002 , SORENSEN et al. 2003 .
Multiphasic models were used to describe growth first in humans (BOCK and THISSEN 1976) and later in animals, such as mice (KOOPS 1986 , KOOPS et al. 1987 , turkeys (HURWITZ et al. 1991) , chickens (GROSSMAN and KOOPS 1988) , swine (KOOPS and GROSSMAN 1991) , cattle (KOENEN and GROEN 1996) , quail (ÇAMDEVIREN and TAŞDELEN 2002) , and mink (SØRENSEN et al. 2003) . Weight gain generally increases until maximum gain is reached, and then declines nearly symmetrically. The logistic function is often used to describe this symmetric growth pattern, which is why it is the basis for multiphasic growth models (PEIL and HELWIN 1981) .
The main objective of this study was to predict mono and multiphasic growth parameters of broilers.
Material and methods
Data for this study came from 106 Ross 308 chickens divided into three groups based on stocking densities: one with 11 birds/m 2 stocking density (GR1: 11 males and 11 females), one with 17 birds/m 2 stocking density (GR2: 17 males and 17 females), and one with 25 birds/m 2 stocking density (GR3: 25 males and 25 females). Birds were reared through 49 days of age. The weekly body weights of males and females were collected from 1 weeks of age to 7 weeks of age.
Statistical Analysis
Multiphasic logistic function was fitted to body weight-age data of birds in each group and sex, where body weight (BW) for each phase i was modeled by:
where BWt is the body weight (g) at age t, and where for growth phase i, ai is the upper asymptotic body weight (g) of the phase, bi is the measure of duration (weeks) of the phase (1/growth rate), ci is the time (days) of maximum increase (center) of the phase, exp is the base of the natural log (KOOPS 1986). Therefore, total body weight (TBW) is the sum over phases:
where k is the number phase. To account for the increase in variance with age, the multiphasic function was expressed in the natural log form (SØRENSEN et al. 2003) :
Firstly, 106 individual growth curves were fitted using the diphasic and the triphasic logistic growth models to test effect of stocking density (group), sex and group by sex interaction effect. Each parameter for the individual growth curves was then subjected to analysis of variance (PROC GLM, SAS Institute Inc. 1999), using the following model to test effects of group (α), sex (β), and group by sex (αβ) interaction:
where Yijk is a growth curve parameter, μ is the overall mean, αi is the fixed effect of group (i =1, 2, 3), βj is the fixed effect of sex (j=1, 2), αβij is the interaction effect between group and sex, and εijk is the residual error distributed as N(0, σ 2 ).
Results
Goodness-of-fit criteria were present in Table 1 . The determination coefficient (R 2 ) values were close to 1, however there was a small increase in R 2 when another phase was added. The standard error values reduced as another phase was added, as expected. The standard error values for three phases was considerably smaller than for one and two phases for GR1 and GR2 males and females. The Durbin-Watson statistics increased as another phase was added. When growth phase was increased two to three the DurbinWatson statistic tend to close 2, indicating negligible autocorrelation.
Monophasic logistic model
The asymptotic or mature weight (a1) estimates of GR1 and GR2 males and females were similar when monophasic logistic function was used for describing the growth (Table 2) . The a1 estimates for GR3 males were significantly higher than those of the GR1 and GR2, while the a1 estimates for GR3 females were smaller than those of the GR1 and GR2 (P<0.05). Growth rate (b1) estimates of GR1 and GR2 males and females were similar. The b1 parameter estimates of GR3 males and females were higher than those of the GR1 and GR2. Similar situation was also valid for the age at maximum weight gain (c1) estimates in general. A positive autocorrelation, however, was observed when monophasic logistic function was used for describing growth (Table 1) . 
Diphasic logistic model
The a1 value for GR1 males was obviously higher than those of the GR2 and GR3 groups when two stage logistic model was used (P<0.05, Table 3 ). The a1 estimates for GR1 and GR2 females were close to each other and were obviously higher than that of the GR3. Weight at the end of phase 2 (a1+a2) was higher for GR2 males than for GR3 and GR1 males. Weights at the end of phase 2 of GR3 and GR1 females were significantly higher than that of the GR2 females (P<0.05). When weight gains (a2) were examined it was seen that the weight gains for GR2 males was higher than for GR3 and GR1. The a2 for GR3 females, on the other hand, was higher than those of the GR1 and GR2 females.
Growth rate estimates of GR1 males and females in the phase 1 (b1) were significantly higher than those of the GR2 and GR3 (P<0.05). The b1 estimates for both sexes in GR1 were similar. While the b1 estimates for GR2 females was higher than that of the males, the b1 estimates for GR3 males was higher than that of the females. For phase 2, the growth rate estimates (b2) for GR2 and GR3 males were significantly higher than that of the GR1 (P<0.05). On the other side, the b2 estimates of GR3 females were higher than those of the GR1 and GR2. Age at maximum weight gain (c2) was later for males than for females for each group. The c2 estimates for males in GR2 was obviously later than for females while the c2 estimates for both sexes were similar for GR1 and GR3. Body weight at the end of phase 1 (a1) was found to be high for GR2 males and females than those of the GR3 and GR1 when triphasic logistic model was used (P<0.05; Table 4 ). The b1 estimates for GR2 and GR3 males were obviously higher than that of the GR1 males. For each group, the growth rate of males had higher than that of the females and this case been most obvious for GR3. Age at maximum weight gain (c1) was later for males than for females. For both males and females, weight at the end of phase 2 (a1+a2) was higher for GR2 than for GR3 and for GR1. As to be noticed, the difference (1070-285.5=784.5 g) of the asymptotic weight estimates at the end of second phase of male and female birds in GR3 group, was obviously more than those of the group of GR1(146.2-105.3=40.9 g) and GR2 (1870.1-1835.7=34.4 g). The a2 estimates of GR1 and GR3 females were close to each other and theirs values were significantly smaller than that of the GR2 females (P<0.05). The b2 estimates of GR2 males and females were higher than that of the GR1 and GR3. For GR1 and GR3 groups, the growth rate of males had higher than that of the females while the growth rate of males and females of GR2 group were almost the same. Age at maximum weight gain (c2) was later for males than for females for each group. The age at maximum weight gain of GR2 and GR3 were obviously later both males and females than that of the GR1 group.
Growth took on different patterns in the groups and sexes at the end of phase 3. For males, weight at the end of phase 3 (a1+a2+a3) was higher for GR1 than that of the GR3 and GR2 (P<0.05). For females, however, weight at the end of phase 3 was higher for GR3 than those of the GR1 and GR2. The a3 estimates for GR3 was obviously higher than for GR1 and for GR2. When b3 estimates were examined it was seen that the b3 estimates of GR2 females was significantly smaller than that of the GR1 and GR3 (P<0.05). The c3 estimates were generally similar except for GR3 females. Age at maximum weight gain was later for males than for females for GR1 while the age at maximum weight gain was later for females than for males for GR3.
Discussion
Significant differences were found between the estimations made by using monophasic growth model and by using multiphasic growth models. In the result of the estimations made by using monophasic growth model, it was seen that (except for GR3) the estimated mature weight (a), growth rate (b) and age at maximum weight gain (c) of males and females in the GR1 and GR2 groups were similar to each other. However, when the growth is defined by using both diphasic and triphasic models, too different results were obtained. Estimations of the parameters made by using both diphasic and triphasic models, displayed significant level of difference with respect to the different phases. By the motivation of these findings, it could be concluded that, defining the growth by using multiphasic growth models instead of monophasic growth models, displays more detailed and reliable results. In other words, because examining the growth by dividing it into different phases minimizes the deviations of the estimations, more detailed information could be obtained for the different growth periods. In order to generalize the results of the study, the body weight measurements must be made during longer lifetime period. By the motivation of the results of diphasic and triphasic growth models, placement of less number of birds per square meter advances the age at the maximum weight gain and, it can be concluded that birds might gain the maximum weight in earlier periods in the result of this procedure. BILGILI and HESS (1995) reported that body weight and feed conversion of birds were significantly improved when more space was supply to the birds. FEDDES et al. (2002) reported that when bird density was reduced body and carcass weights were decreased. CORNETTO et al. (2003) reported that the body weight at 98 days of age was significantly higher for Ostrich grown in the low density than that of the high density. Based on the results of this study it was possible to conclude that describing the growth by use of multiphasic growth models would yield more reliable results than monophasic models.
